HOW TO PLAY: 1) Have an adult help
you cut out each bingo card. 2) Look
around to find the objects on your bingo
card. 3) When you find a match, cross
it off your card. 4) When you find four
items in a row call out “BINGO” to WIN!
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HEALTHY CAMPING RECIPES

Planning for your next camping trip? Don’t forget to bring along
some good nutritious foods to get you through the day.

Fire & Rescue Bundles The best way to prepare hearty, healthy meals when you’re out in the woods! Fire &
Rescue Bundles should be made before you leave on your trip and packed into an ice chest. Then, when meal time rolls
around at camp all you need to do is heat and eat.

1) Mix Up!

2) Bundle Up!

3) Send Em In!

Mix your ingredients
together in a bowl.

Bundle mixed
ingredients into
aluminum foil packages
like the one pictured.

Ask an adult to carefully
place your bundle(s) on
a grill or a stove right
next to the campfire.
Allow to cook until fully
heated, 10-20 minutes
depending on the portion
size and fire temperature.

4) Operation
Meal Rescue!
Ask an adult to carefully
remove your bundle(s)
from heat. Let cool
for a few minutes
then carefully
unwrap
with a fork.

Recipe Ideas here are some recipe mixtures you can try for your bundles!
MARU’S THREE ALARM
BEANS

CABBIE’S TATER SURPRISE
/ SMOKEJUMPER’S FAVE

DIPPER’S GARBANZO
DELIGHT

1 cup cooked organic brown rice
1 cup organic black
or pinto beans
1/2 cup of your favorite fresh
salsa
1 teaspoon organic butter
or olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste

1 cup cooked cubed organic
russet potatoes
1 cup organic broccoli
1/2 cup organic shredded
cheddar cheese
1 teaspoon organic butter
or olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste

3/4 cup cooked (or canned)
organic garbanzo beans
1 cup cooked organic brown rice
(or quinoa)
5 chopped Kalamata olives
2 cloves minced or crushed garlic
1/2 cup diced bell peppers
1/2 lemon juiced
Salt and pepper to taste
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Experience the great outdoors in the comfort of your own backyard!
Create A Fun Family

BACKYARD

CAMPOUT!
Tips and Tricks for backyard camping
SET UP EARLY. Get your tent pitched and sleeping
arrangements set up as early as possible so you can
spend the latter half of the day having fun!
NO INS AND OUTS! Remember, you’re camping. If
you keep going in and out of the house for things it’s
not going to feel like a real camping experience. Get
everything you need out of the house, lock up and let the
adventure begin!
LIGHTS OUT. Don’t forget to turn off the lights in and
around your house. Not only will you save on electricity
you will discover just how different your backyard looks
and feels when the sun goes down.
BATHROOM TIP. Okay, here’s where you can make an
exception for going in the house, but make it fun! If you
need to make a bathroom run keep the lights out and
use only a flashlight or lantern.

FUN & GAMES!

NO HASSLE CAMPFIRE. One of the greatest things
about a backyard campout is the convenience. Take
advantage! Use the barbecue you have as your campfire.
It’s safe, easy and it’s already there! So why not?
UNPLUG! That’s right, ditch all the electronics. It’s time
to unwind and get away. Keep your phones, tablets,
TVs and gaming devices in the house where they
belong. Now is the
time for real human
connection,
the natural way.
The ONLY electronic
device you’ll need are
flashlights. That’s it.
Nothing more.

BACKYARD CAMPOUT CHECKLIST:

This is your time to play and explore. Get creative!
Here are some ways to get the camp party started:
TWILIGHT SCAVENGER HUNT - The sun
is setting and you have hidden a bunch of
interesting items around your backyard “forest.”
Share clues with your little ones to help them
explore and discover. Tip – you may want to
include a delicious treat out there somewhere.
GROUP STORY - Instead of everyone
taking turns to tell their own spooky ghost
story try making up your own “group story.”
One person starts a story, and then—after a
few lines—passes the storytelling on to the
next person. The story may end up being
more silly than scary, that’s the fun of it!
SING-ALONG - Camping is all about
connecting and what better way to connect than
through song. Start a sing-along with a song
everyone knows or come up with a fun new
song everyone can learn and sing together.

Use this handy checklist to help you make sure you
have everything you will need.
Tent(s)
Sleeping
bags

Paper
towels
Plates

Pillows

Cups

Flashlights

Water

Barbecue or
fire pit

Camp Food

Matches

Wipes

Firewood
Kindling
(for fire)
Camping
chairs

Camp Drinks
Pajamas
Tomorrow’s
clothes
Trash bags
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Treats
Sun block
or Bug
repellent if
needed
Crafts,
games and
activity
materials

HIDDEN

CHARACTERS
The Piston Peak crew is trying to hide from Superintendent Cad Spinner! Can you
spot all 11 characters from Planes: Fire & Rescue in the scene below?
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CHARACTER MOBILE & PUPPET CRAFT
Choose Your Mission!
Watch the PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE team take
flight in your bedroom by creating your very
own In-flight MOBILE!

or

IN-FLIGHT MOBILE!

Recreate your favorite scenes from
PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE by crafting your
very own RESCUE PUPPETS!

RESCUE PUPPETS

You Will Need: 2 wire hangers | thin string | card stock |
safety scissors | clear tape | non-toxic glue stick

FIRE & RESCUE Mobile Directions:
1. Print the following 6 pages on thick paper, then fold
along the ___fold___ lines indicated between each
mirrored image. While folded, cut out the image along
the scissor cut line.
2. Glue the mirrored sides together.
3. Punch a small hole in the top middle of each Two-sided
image using a hole punch. (For added support, you
may want to add tape to the area before punching the
hole.) Tie a 12” (or 30cm) length of string to the top hole
of each mobile piece and set aside.

You Will Need: card stock

4. Twist the two wire hangers together like the picture
shows. Hold your two hangers together firmly by their
hooked tops and twist one hanger body around 90
degrees to create and X at the bottom. Connect the
two hangers together by tying string firmly around the
base of the hooked necks and at the X crossing at the
bottom.

FIRE & RESCUE Stick Puppet Directions:

5. Attach your Two-sided character cutouts and PLANES:
FIRE & RESCUE title to your mobile hanger by tying
them to different points on the wire like the picture
shows. Be sure to hang each character at different
lengths so they don’t crash into each other. Trim off the
extra string once your characters are tied into position.
9. Hang it up! Find a good place in the corner of your room
to display your new PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE Mobile!

| safety scissors | clear tape
| non-toxic glue stick | wood
popsicle sticks

1. Print the following 6 pages on thick paper.
2. Fold along the ___fold___ lines indicated between
each mirrored image then—while folded—cut out the
image along the scissor cut line.
3. Apply glue to the back of the mirrored image cutout,
making sure NOT to stick the images together yet!
4. Position popsicle sticks 1” (2.5cm) up the bottom
middle of each character cutout like the picture
shows. Close Two-sided image over the stick.
5. Play time! Recreate your favorite scenes from
PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE using your new character
stick puppets!
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FIRE & RESCUE Mobile Directions:
1. Print the following 6 pages on thick paper, then fold along the
___fold___ lines indicated between each mirrored image. While
folded, cut out the image along the scissor cut line.
2. Glue the mirrored sides together.

and twist one hanger body around 90 degrees to create and
X at the bottom. Connect the two hangers together by tying
string firmly around the base of the hooked necks and at the X
crossing at the bottom.

3. Punch a small hole in the top middle of each Two-sided image
using a hole punch. (For added support, you may want to add
tape to the area before punching the hole.) Tie a 12” (or 30cm)
length of string to the top hole of each mobile piece and set
aside.

5. Attach your Two-sided character cutouts and PLANES: FIRE &
RESCUE title to your mobile hanger by tying them to different
points on the wire like the picture shows. Be sure to hang each
character at different lengths so they don’t crash into each
other. Trim off the extra string once your characters are tied
into position.

4. Twist the two wire hangers together like the picture shows.
Hold your two hangers together firmly by their hooked tops

9. Hang it up! Find a good place in the corner of your room to
display your new PLANES: FIRE & RESCUE Mobile!
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